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INTRODUCTION At a time when key states are taking unilateral actions to respond to

long-standing political disputes—Brexit, US withdrawal from the Paris and Iran accords,

Chinese actions in the South China Sea—does international law offer guidance on what

constitutes reckless behavior? International law includes duty on states not to

aggravate their disputes with one another, a duty flowing from the UN Charter’s

mandate to settle disputes peacefully. The Security Council has repeatedly reminded

states of this obligation; and international courts, including the ICJ, issue orders to

litigants not to aggravate their dispute. But what does this duty actually require a state

to refrain from doing beyond what is already illegal? This lecture will consider the

contemporary understanding of the norm of non-aggravation and consider the

advantages and disadvantages of trying to put more meat on its bones. After proposing

a set of factors for helping global actors distinguish illegal aggravating acts from

permitted non-aggravating ones, it comes up with an indicative list of aggravating acts.

Such a list could offer guidance to states on what sorts of actions truly aggravate their

ongoing disputes and which acts states should be allowed to pursue.
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